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Echt tierisch!: Die Menagerie des F€ursten. Sabine Haag, ed.
Exh. Cat. Innsbruck: Schloss Ambras. Vienna: Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna,
2015. 296 pp. €24.95.
Beautifully illustrated and featuring painstaking new research, this exhibition catalogue is
a very welcome addition to the scholarship on Habsburg collectors, and broadly impacts
our understanding of the signiﬁcant roles played by exotic and domestic animals in early
modern court culture. Featuring six short essays and catalogue entries for the objects
featured in the 2015 exhibition by the same name, the catalogue brings together a wealth
of visual and textual information, some hitherto unpublished. Beyond its signiﬁcance for
art historians who seek to contextualize depictions of animals, there is much to
recommend for those whose research interests include collecting and display, voyages of
exploration, natural history enterprises, and aspects of politics and diplomacy in the early
modern era.
As is highlighted by the catalogue essays, collecting animals was a priority for many
early modern rulers, not just the princes (F€ursten) indicated by the exhibition title. Kings,
queens, and emperors including Manuel I, king of Portugal (1469–1521); Catherine of
Austria, queen of Portugal (1507–58); Maximillian II, Holy Roman emperor
(1527–76); and Rudolf II, Holy Roman emperor (1552–1612); and their collections
are all discussed. Special emphasis is given to Ferdinand II, archduke of Austria
(1529–95), which is entirely appropriate given that the venue for the exhibition, Schloss
Ambras, was his former residence—Ferdinand’s menageries for the exotic and farms for
the domestic are the subject of three of the essays and the majority of the catalogue
entries.
Detailing the many motivations of Habsburg rulers for maintaining menageries and
aviaries is no less complex than the Habsburg genealogy that supported such enterprises.
Emergent themes include animals and birds (alive and dead) as trophies and signs of
prestige, tributes from vassals, and diplomatic gifts; and how envoys, ambassadors and
merchants, traveled from Lisbon, Vienna, Prague, and Innsbruck to distant Asian,
African, and American locations in pursuit of creatures who often served as
intermediaries between courts and cultures. This is an early instance of a global
market and exchange, and as the Habsburgs gathered together exotica (especially
rhinoceroses, elephants, monkeys, camels, and big cats) they equally asserted the
signiﬁcance of their political dynasty. When the whole animal could not be obtained,
a part (such as a rhinoceros horn or an ostrich egg) or a depiction (in print or paint) acted
as a surrogate. Domestic animals (dogs, birds, goats, pigs, horses) were vital for
companionship and the sustenance of the court, while game (deer, boars, rabbits)
ﬁlled the reserves near royal residences, giving enthusiastic Habsburg hunters convenient
grounds for sport.
The catalogue includes objects that would have featured prominently at court as
highly desired collectors’ items: vessels, cups and goblets made of animal parts (such as
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ivory or horns), bronzes andmedals of prized beasts (such as elephants and rhinoceroses),
and plaster casts of smaller creatures (snakes and lizards, for example). Illustrated volumes
of natural history complement the numerous prints and woodcuts of animals and
highlight the important roles played by artists in the burgeoning of contemporary natural
history research. Also included are views of castles ﬂanked bymenageries and gardens and
diplomatic letters, the latter accentuating how signiﬁcant political maneuvering and
diplomacy are to collecting, and the need of further research: for example, the activities of
Hans Khevenh€uller (1538–1606), imperial ambassador for and contributor to the
menageries of three Austrian Habsburg rulers, are only beginning to be understood.
Overall, the exhibition curators, catalogue authors, and editor are to be commended
for bringing order to a diverse and compelling array of objects that richly illuminate the
centrality of animals to Habsburg court culture. The text is in German with English
translations, and there are occasional errors in the English (but nothing that greatly
thwarts comprehension). Biographies for the contributors are surprisingly absent. But
these are small criticisms indeed of a thoroughly researched and absorbing catalogue. The
Habsburg fascination with animals both exotic and domestic enabled the emergence of
animal still-life painting as a genre, as much as contributing enormously to the
development of natural history illustration. Echt tierisch! highlights these important
achievements and reminds us that Habsburg collectors continue to merit further
scholarly attention.
Andrea Bubenik, University of Queensland
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